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Abstract

This paper develops a set of adaptive surface mesh equations by using a harmonic morphism, which is a special case of a
harmonic map. These equations are applicable both to structured and unstructured surface meshes, provided that the
underlying surface is given in a parametric form. By representing the target metric of the mesh as a sum of a coarse-grained

component and a component quadratic in surface gradients, an improved surface mesh may be obtained. The weak form
of the grid equations is solved using the finite element approximation, which reduces the grid equations to a nonlinear,
algebraic set. Examples of structured and unstructured meshes are used to illustrate the applicability of the proposed
approach.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many effective algorithms exist for the generation of a mesh that discretizes a surface contained in three-
dimensional space. A typical approach begins with the discretization of the boundary of the surface (e.g., its
edges). In this method, bounding curves that define the surface edges are first discretized (e.g., the method
advanced by Khamayseh and Kuprat [1]). Given a suitable boundary discretization, a surface mesh may then
be formed using a surface grid generation algorithm such as an advancing front method or boundary param-
eter interpolation.

Several considerations influence the suitability of the resulting surface grid:
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(1) the requirements of the volume mesh generation algorithm that often follows the surface discretization
process,

(2) the requirements of the ultimate computational physics application that will use the surface or volume
mesh, and

(3) the need to incorporate detailed geometric characteristics of the surface upon which the mesh lies into
the surface mesh geometry itself.

This paper is focused on the last requirement. A ‘‘high quality’’ surface mesh on complex (e.g., highly-
curved) surfaces is created by developing an elliptic surface mesh adaptation method based on the concept
of harmonic morphisms, which is a special case of a harmonic map. This approach extends existing elliptic
surface grid generation methodology as it lends itself to a convenient implementation for addressing unstruc-
tured and hybrid surface meshes. The Laplace–Beltrami grid equations that form the basis for the method
have been shown to be effective for other grid smoothing tasks in two- and three-dimensional geometries
[2,3]. These equations employ a target metric tensor that, together with the driving terms, controls the ultimate
form and geometric characteristics of the final adapted grid. The method relies on modification of the target
metric tensor presented previously to include information about the spatial gradients of the surface. As such,
the proposed approach is conceptually similar to an approach advanced by Liseikin [4], who writes the Bel-
trami equations employing a metric tensor derived from a monitor surface. Unlike Liseikin, the coarse-grain-

ing procedure, in which the average node positions are used to estimate the target metric tensor [5], is used on
unstructured surface meshes.

The framework of harmonic mappings, introduced by Eells and Sampson [6], has been used extensively for
efficient grid generation as exemplified by the articles of Mastin and Thompson [7,8] and Ivanenko [9]. Kha-
mayseh and Mastin [10] formulate an elliptic generation system for parametrically-defined surfaces. In theo-
retical physics, Misner applies harmonic mapping theory to a class of nonlinear field equations [11].

Techniques based on harmonic maps have been used by various authors to adapt the grid to physical
requirements such as shock wave formation [12–14]. When the grid is defined on a two-dimensional surface
contained in three-dimensional space, the adaptation process consists of moving the grid nodes in a manner
that captures the curvature of the surface in contrast to the original, typically uniform, grid.

The increased significance of unstructured and hybrid surface grids in simulation applications [15,16] pro-
vides a motivation for this study of grid adaptation based on a uniform framework of elliptic smoothers. For
surfaces defined parametrically or represented analytically by rational B-splines, the proposed approach gen-
eralizes the results presented by Khamayseh and Mastin [10], who restrict their investigation to structured sur-
face grids.

The body of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the basic notion of a harmonic mor-
phism, also termed a semiconformal mapping. This is a special case of a harmonic mapping. Under semicon-
formal maps the scalar products of vectors in tangent spaces are related by a location-dependent dilatation
factor. In Section 3, the Euler–Lagrange equations of harmonic morphisms are used to formulate the two-
dimensional surface grid equations. In this setting the applicability of the approach presented by Khamayseh
and Mastin is extended to unstructured grids. This section also discusses the implementation and improvement
of the proposed method. Section 4 presents examples of selected surface grid domains. Finally, in Section 5
conclusions and recommendations are formulated.
2. Semiconformal mapping

Given two Riemannian manifolds (M,g) and (N,h) of dimension m and n, equipped with metrics g and h,
respectively, consider a regular map u : M ! N . In local coordinates ðn1; . . . ; nmÞ on M and ðu1; . . . ; unÞ on N,
the map u is written as
uðnÞ ¼ ðu1ðn1; . . . nmÞ; . . . ; unðn1; . . . nmÞÞ:
Note that the symbol u is used to represent both the mapping and the coordinate label (i.e., ðu1; u2Þ or (u,v)) to
remain consistent with the literature [17,18]. The energy density of u is defined as
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eðuÞðnÞ ¼ 1

2
gabðnÞ oui
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onb hijðuðnÞÞ: ð1Þ
In this development, index notation is employed, which implies summation over repeated indices. In Eq. (1),
gab is the contravariant metric tensor given as an inverse matrix with respect to the covariant metric tensor gab

of M,
gabgab ¼ db
a ; ð2Þ
where db
a is the Kronecker delta function.

The energy of the map u is
E½u� ¼ 1
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Z
M
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where g ¼ detðgabÞ.
The critical points of the energy functional satisfy Euler–Lagrange equations of the form
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where Ck
ij are the Christoffel symbols of N, constructed with the aid of the metric h
Ck
ij ¼
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� �
; ð5Þ
which are pulled back to M. Here him and hkm refer to covariant and contravariant components of the metric
tensor of N. The left-hand side of Eq. (4) represents the tension field s(u) of u.

In the theory of Riemann surfaces, one seeks a special coordinate system, in which the element of arc length
is proportional to the Euclidean form. Such coordinates, termed isothermal, satisfy a pair of Laplace–Beltrami
equations. A mapping between two Riemann surfaces is called conformal if it preserves the angle between two
curves passing through each point of the surface. In particular, a mapping is conformal if it maps an isother-
mal system of coordinates into another isothermal system. A generalization of the idea of a conformal map to
the case of Riemannian manifolds leads to the concept of a harmonic morphism. By definition, a continuous
mapping u : M ! N is a harmonic morphism if f � u is a harmonic function, for every function f which is har-
monic in an open set V � N. A harmonic function f in V is a function satisfying the Laplace equation
1ffiffiffi
h
p o

oum

ffiffiffi
h
p

hmn of
oun

� �
¼ 0: ð6Þ
When m P n, a C1-map u : M ! N is called semiconformal with dilatation k(n) if the restriction of u to the set
of points of M at which du does not vanish is a conformal submersion. Here, du is the differential of u. This
definition means that at any point of M at which du 6¼ 0, the restriction of du to the orthogonal complement
K?n of Kn ¼ ker dun
dunjK?
n

: K?n ! T uðnÞN ð7Þ
is a surjective and conformal map. In this expression, ker is the kernel of the differential map; the subset of the
tangent space where the differential vanishes. In terms of local coordinates, Eq. (7) may be written as a con-
dition that, restricted to the orthogonal complement of the kernel, du simply multiplies the scalar products by
k(n):
gabðnÞX aY b ¼ k�2ðnÞhijðuðnÞÞ
oui

ona

ouj

onb X aY b: ð8Þ
Since Eq. (8) holds for all tangent vectors X and Y, one has
gabðnÞ ¼ k�2ðnÞhijðuðnÞÞ
oui

ona

ouj

onb : ð9Þ
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For mesh generation, constant dilatation will be employed for simplicity. Much of this study will be based on
k = 1, but other values k < 1 may be useful or perhaps mandatory for particular problems. As will be seen later
in the paper, k multiplies the Beltrami surface differential terms; in effect, it might be considered a parameter
that can be selected to control the extent of the adaptation of the surface mesh to the character of the surface.

For a semiconformal map u with dilatation k, the tension field of u becomes
sðuÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
g
p

o

ona

ffiffiffi
g
p

gab ouk
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� k2ðnÞffiffiffi
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ðnÞ: ð10Þ
Eq. (10) is obtained by combining Eqs. (4) and (9) together with the identity
hikCk
ij ¼ �

1ffiffiffi
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p o

oui
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� �
; ð11Þ
which follows from a straightforward computation [19]. The Euler–Lagrange equations corresponding to the
tension field given by Eq. (10) are
sðuÞ ¼ 0: ð12Þ

The harmonic morphisms form a subset of harmonic maps: A mapping u : M ! N is a harmonic morphism if
and only if u is a semiconformal, harmonic mapping. In the case of manifolds M and N of equal dimension,
one can also prove [20] that harmonic morphisms are precisely conformal mappings if m ¼ n ¼ 2, whereas for
higher dimensions harmonic morphisms are conformal mappings with constant dilatation. In the special case
of k(n) ” 1, the harmonic morphisms are semiconformal maps if n ¼ m ¼ 2; for m ¼ n P 3, they are homo-
thetic (related by expansion or geometric contraction). In general, harmonic maps do not compose into har-
monic maps, whereas harmonic morphisms do.

3. Surface grid equations

In the context of grid generation, it is customary to consider the physical domain as a map of the paramet-
ric domain with coordinates (u,v); see Fig. 1. When the grid is structured, a rectilinear grid in computational
space (n,g) generates a grid in the parameter space, which maps to a curvilinear grid on the surface [21]. In
general, as stressed in this paper, computational space is not required to carry a global grid; it is rather a Rie-
mannian manifold characterized by local coordinates.

Within the framework of the harmonic morphism approach, the surface grid equations of Khamayseh and
Mastin [10] are a direct consequence of the Euler–Lagrange Eq. (12), in which the tension field is given by Eq.
(10) with k(n) = 1. With the notation ðu; vÞ ¼ ðu1; u2Þ, the grid equations in two dimensions read
1ffiffiffi
g
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¼ Gðuðn; gÞ; vðn; gÞÞ;

ð13Þ
where the driving terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) are the Beltrami differentials
Fig. 1. Physical domain viewed as a composite mapping f � u from parameter space and computational space.
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In Eq. (14), huu, huv, and hvv denote the independent components of the metric tensor of N, and hðu; vÞ ¼
huuhvv � h2

uv.
These adaptive grid equations express the fact that the mapping from computational space to parameter

space is a semiconformal mapping with constant dilatation. In principle, the dilatation factor k(n) can be used
to amplify the significance of driving terms that account for adaptation. The grid equations are adaptive since
the initial mesh in the parameter space is adapted to the surface features in the physical space. Although Eq.
(13) are formally identical to the equations derived by Khamayseh and Mastin, their significance is different.
In fact, the underlying grid in parameter space need not be structured. It may consist of, for example, quad-
rilaterals and triangles of arbitrary connectivity. Equation (13), therefore, extend the validity of the Kha-
mayseh and Mastin approach to a larger class of grids.

Adaptive grid generators often employ the concept of ‘‘monitor functions,’’ which control the mesh move-
ment towards an optimal configuration. A well-known example of a monitor function is provided by selecting
a surface in three-dimensional Euclidean space, defined explicitly in terms of a function f ðu; vÞ
x ¼ u;

y ¼ v;

z ¼ cf ðu; vÞ; ð15Þ
where c is a scaling constant. The covariant metric tensor of this surface is
hij ¼ heuclid
ij þ hquad

ij ; ð16Þ
where the Euclidean term is the unit matrix
½heuclid
ij � ¼

1 0

0 1

� �
; ð17Þ
and the quadratic term is
½hquad
ij � ¼ c
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where i; j ¼ 1; 2. Mesh adaptation based on the monitor function induced by this metric tensor has been con-
sidered by Huang and Sloan [22] and MacKenzie [23]. A more general monitor function was introduced by
Ceniceros and Hou [24].

In the finite element approach, the region X in the parameter space is partitioned into elements X = {Xe}.
The finite element cells in the parametric domain are viewed as maps of the same canonical master element.
For the quadrilateral cells, using the bilinear map as an example, the mapping is implemented through the
basis functions
u1ðn; gÞ ¼
1

4
ð1� nÞð1� gÞ;

u2ðn; gÞ ¼
1

4
ð1þ nÞð1� gÞ;

u3ðn; gÞ ¼
1

4
ð1þ nÞð1þ gÞ;

u4ðn; gÞ ¼
1

4
ð1� nÞð1þ gÞ:

ð19Þ
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Given a quadrilateral Xe in the parameter plane with vertices ðue
m; v

e
mÞ, m ¼ 1; . . . 4, the transformation
ueðn; gÞ ¼
X4

m¼1

ue
kumðn; gÞ;

veðn; gÞ ¼
X4

m¼1

ue
kumðn; gÞ;

ð20Þ
maps the square master element Xng ¼ f�1 6 n 6 1;�1 6 g 6 1g into Xe. Similar equations hold for triangular
elements [2]. When the mesh cells are triangular, the summation in the discretized equations runs over three, not
four, cell vertices. Equation (20) signify that each element Xe in parameter space is an image of the same master
element Xng in the computational space, with variables n and g playing the role of local coordinates.

Assume now that the metric in the parameter space is Euclidean, given by Eq. (17). Setting k = 1 in Eq. (9),
by virtue of Eqs. (20) one obtains
ge
abðnÞ ¼

X4

m¼1

X4

n¼1

ðue
mue

n þ ve
mve

nÞ
oum

ona

oun

onb ð21Þ
for the components of metric tensor associated with element Xe.
Equation (21), discussed by Lautersztajn and Samuelsson [25], defines the metric consistent with the given

grid. As was demonstrated in an earlier work [2], the direct use of this metric does not lead to any grid motion
when employed within the Laplace–Beltrami scheme.

To account for the spatial variation of the surface, the next logical step is to supplement the unit tensor in
the parameter space by terms containing the gradients of f, where f describes the form of the surface, cf. Eq.
(15). This replaces the metric tensor by a target metric tensor given as a sum of the unit tensor and a correction
term. The correction term is expressed as a quadratic form in the components of the gradient of f. Such a pro-
cedure is reminiscent of the approach of D’Azevedo [26], who interpreted the Hessian matrix of the data func-
tion as metric tensor measuring the local approximation error. In the computational space ðn; gÞ, the metric
tensor is obtained from Eq. (16) through the transformation given by Eq. (9), in which k = 1.

As will be demonstrated in the following section, it is possible to improve the adaptation of the method if
the Euclidean component of the metric in Eq. (17) is replaced by the coarse-grained metric, introduced in Ref.
[3]. The coarse-graining procedure is an algorithm devised to compute an element’s target metric tensor for use
with the Laplace–Beltrami (LB) smoothing method. This development uses on the prescriptive specification of
an ideal form and size of the element of interest, based on the characteristics of neighbor elements and solution
features near the element in question. The LB method was derived to accept this input data as a tensor, the
target metric tensor, that describes the geometry of this idealized element. The mechanics of specifying a target
metric tensor is attractive from two perspectives; a target tensor can be readily computed automatically, with-
out user input or free parameters, and it is intuitive. Indeed, from a user perspective, one specifies some local
method that will improve a general element and the Laplace–Beltrami solution process acts to globalize that
prescription across the entire mesh.

The term ‘‘coarse-graining’’ describes one possible local prescription algorithm. Consider the shaded trian-
gle element ABC shown in Fig. 2. When compared with its neighbor elements (quadrilateral elements DAI,
ACHI, EBD, EFCB, GCF, and triangles DBA and CGH), triangle ABC is somewhat smaller in area but is
nicely shaped, geometrically. The coarse-graining procedure is an algorithm where an ‘‘idealized triangle’’
ABC is formed by calculating new locations of the triangle vertices, with the goal of specifying a target element
size that is larger with respect to its neighbors. In this case, the new vertex location is calculated from an
unweighted average of its edge-connected neighbors. For example, vertex �C’s coordinates are calculated by
averaging the coordinates of nodes A, B, F, G, and H. The remaining coarse grained vertices �A and �B are cal-
culated, similarly, to form a target triangle ABC on which the metric tensor is computed for input to the
Laplace–Beltrami method. Clearly, one can develop other prescriptions and/or include solution adaptive
behavior, if desired. This simple coarse-graining procedure is effective on the problems considered here, as will
be demonstrated in Section 4 of this paper, and it is readily implementable for three-dimensional hybrid mesh
topologies within parallel applications. The coarse-grained metric is formally expressed by Eq. (21), but the



Fig. 2. Coarse graining: The target metric is based on averaged vertex positions, such as �C, which is the average of vertices A, B, F, G,
and H.
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locations of the vertices are calculated as an average of locations of vertices connected to a given vertex by an
edge. The coarse-grained metric thus becomes
gcoarse
ab ðnÞ ¼

X4

m¼1

X4

n¼1

ðhue
mihue

ni þ hve
mihve

niÞ
oum
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hve
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ð23Þ
The summation in Eqs. (23) extends over all nodes 1; . . . ;N connected to node ue
m by an edge. The final form of

the target metric tensor thus becomes
gabðnÞ ¼ gcoarse
ab ðnÞ þ oui

ona

ouj

onb
hquad

ij ; ð24Þ
where hquad
ij is given by Eq. (18).

This approach bears a relationship to the theory advanced by Liseikin [4], who introduces a monitor metric
tensor defined as
hs
ij ¼ pðu; vÞhij þ qðu; vÞ of

oui

of
ouj

;

where pðu; vÞ and qðu; vÞ are smooth functions, and where hij is the metric tensor resulting from the surface
geometry. When the coarse-grained metric is used, the effect of the metric is to smooth out the mesh non-
homogeneities. The second part of the metric tensor, together with the driving terms, accounts for adaptivity.

As in Ref. [3], the system of partial differential grid equations, (13), is solved numerically using the finite
element technique. This process converts the differential equations to a system of nonlinear algebraic equa-
tions of the form
XN

n¼1

KmnðaÞai
n ¼ �f i

m; i ¼ 1; 2; ð25Þ
where the stiffness matrix Kmn is expressed as
Kmn ¼
Z

X

oum
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gab oun

onb d2n: ð26Þ
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The driving term in Eq. (25) is
Fig. 3.
the ad
f i
m ¼

Z
X

umF i ffiffiffi
g
p

d2n; i ¼ 1; 2: ð27Þ
In Eq. (25), the unknown coefficients ai
n are the expansion coefficients of the coordinates ui in terms of the basis

functions un(u). The numerical details of the implementation are discussed in Ref. [3].
It is important to note that Eqs. (15) describe only a subset of surfaces that may be of interest to an appli-

cation. Consequently, the metric tensor defined by Eq. (16) is not a general form of the metric tensor of an
arbitrary surface. Indeed, the corkscrew surface considered in the next section is described by a more general
form of the metric tensor than Eq. (16). Fortunately, the notion of the target metric allows one to ignore
inconvenient complexity of the actual metric tensor of the surface; one again employs the chosen target metric
estimation algorithm. For example, consider a parametric surface such as the corkscrew generated by Eq. (31).
In this case, the actual surface metric is more complicated than Eq. (16), but the coarse-graining algorithm,
Eqs. (18) and (22)–(24), is still employed to obtain the components of the metric used to drive the grid smooth-
ing process.

Of additional note, the Beltrami differential driving terms control adaptation. The results shown in this
paper are representative of surfaces described parametrically or by Eq. (15); the Beltrami differentials are com-
puted by analytic differentiation of the surface description equation. This limitation is for convenience as it is
conceptually straightforward to calculate these differentials on any surface description including those defined
by sets of triangles or other polygonal data, using numerical means. The implementation of such a method is
sufficiently involved that its presentation will be postponed for a future paper.

4. Numerical examples

The proposed surface grid generation method is concerned with two general qualitative goals: (1) capture
surface details within the final surface mesh, and (2) provide effective results for general unstructured surface
meshes.

The first example deals with a monkey saddle surface shown in Fig. 3. The monkey saddle has a cubic poly-
nomial representation, z ¼ x3 � 3x2y. The left image is constructed from a transfinite interpolation, in which
the elements on the surface appear to be of similar size and uniformly distributed across the surface. The right
image shows the adapted mesh in the physical space. Note that the elements of the adapted mesh have
increased in size near the center of the surface. Additionally, away from the center, the element edges tend
to intersect each other at angles closer to 90� than the original result.
The monkey saddle surface shown in physical space, hosting a Cartesian grid. To the left is the initial, uniform, grid; on the right is
apted result.
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If one now considers the Gaussian curvature of the surface, as shown in Fig. 4, it is possible to gain fur-
ther insight into the adaptation process. Comparing Figs. 4 and 3, it is evident that the elements of the sur-
face characterized by large gradients in Gaussian curvature are predominantly affected by the adaptation
approach. In contrast to planar mesh smoothing, where the driving terms in Eq. (13) disappear; surface
mesh adaptation is controlled by the Beltrami driving terms. These terms contain only the first derivatives
of the metric tensor components, whereas the Gaussian curvature requires the second order derivatives. The
similarity between these two entities may be seen by considering Brioschi’s formula for the Gaussian cur-
vature [27]. Under the assumption that cross-term metric component huv is negligible, the Gaussian curva-
ture is given as
KG ¼ �
1

2
ffiffiffi
h
p o

ou
1ffiffiffi
h
p ohvv

ou

� �
þ o

ov
1ffiffiffi
h
p ohuu

ou

� �� �
; ð28Þ
where h ¼ huuhvv. Equation (28) shows that the Gaussian curvature is related to the derivative of the arithmetic
average of the two Beltrami differentials.

The effect of curvature is often easier to visualize if the surface mesh is viewed in parameter space, as illus-
trated in Fig. 5. Apparent in the figure is a qualitative relationship between the Gaussian curvature of the sur-
face and the concentration of mesh node points.

The second goal of this paper is to demonstrate effective surface mesh quality improvement for unstruc-
tured meshes. Fig. 6 illustrates a triangle mesh generated on the monkey saddle surface. In this case, the initial
mesh was generated by scattering a random distribution of nodes across the surface, then using Delaunay tri-
angulation to create the mesh. Given the low quality of the initial mesh on this surface and the large number of
triangles present, it is not possible to see effects of the adaptation algorithm on this triangle mesh. More inter-
esting, however, is the improvement of the visual quality of the triangle elements when the method was
applied. Indeed, an effective elliptic surface mesh adaptation approach should smooth any variation of ele-
ment size on the surface.

The process of concentrating smaller elements towards regions of surface curvature often has a side
effect; it may decrease the overall geometric quality of the mesh elements by stretching or deforming them.
A useful mesh generation algorithm must typically achieve some compromise between capturing surface
details and the quality of elements, especially if it is not possible to change the surface element connectivity
or mesh topology as the adaptation process evolves. Indeed, the proposed approach appears to improve
element ‘‘quality,’’ as it adapts the mesh. The definition of surface element quality, however, is a strong
Fig. 4. Gaussian curvature of the monkey saddle surface.



Fig. 5. The monkey saddle surface shown in parameter space. To the left is the initial, uniform, grid; on the right is the adapted result.

Fig. 6. A fragment of monkey saddle surface shown in physical space, corresponding to a triangular unstructured grid in parameter space.
To the left is the initial, uniform, grid; on the right is the adapted result.
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function of the requirements of the ultimate application where the mesh will be used, and thus difficult to
describe in general terms.

Fig. 7 shows the parametric domain of a table surface, described by the equation
F

z ¼ a tanh 80
1

16
� x� 1

2

� �2

� y � 1

2

� �2
" #

: ð29Þ
ig. 7. The table surface shown in parameter space. To the left is the initial, uniform, grid; on the right is the adapted result.
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The physical domain of the surface, with a = 1/2, is depicted in Fig. 8. This result reinforces the previous
observations of the ability of the method to concentrate the mesh towards areas where the surface curvature
changes abruptly, cf., Fig. 9. The steep sides of the table function require a finer mesh to capture this detail; the
mesh generator indeed concentrates the mesh towards this region as desired. Additionally, on the sides of the
table, the method visually improves both the aspect ratios of the surface elements and the skew angles of these
elements. Figs. 7 and 8 were generated using only the coarse-graining metric estimation algorithm (Eq. (24),
where h = 0).

Figs. 10 and 11 show the effect of the target metric adjustment. In Figs. 10 and 11, the target metric contains
a contribution from the Euclidean term and a component quadratic in surface gradients. For the table surface,
the scaling factor in Eq. (18) is c = �0.001. Fig. 10 was generated using a metric prescription calculated from
Eq. (16), and Fig. 11 was generated using Eq. (24).

Fig. 12 displays a corrugated surface, such as one might use as a first-approximation to a threaded region of
a bolt. The corrugated surface is a surface of revolution, defined by the parametric equations
Fig. 8. The table surface shown in physical space, corresponding to the Cartesian grid in parameter space. To the left is the initial,
uniform, grid; on the right is the adapted result.

Fig. 9. Gaussian curvature of the table surface.



Fig. 10. The table surface adaptive grid shown in parameter space (left) and physical space (right). The target metric consists of the sum of
a Euclidean term and a contribution quadratic in surface gradients.

Fig. 11. The table surface adaptive grid shown in parameter space (left) and physical space (right). The target metric consists of the sum of
a coarse-grained contribution and a component quadratic in surface gradients.

Fig. 12. Corrugated surface.
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x ¼ ð4þ 1

2
sin 3vÞ cos u;

y ¼ ð4þ 1

2
sin 3vÞ sin u;

z ¼ v:

ð30Þ
Fig. 13 shows a small section of the triangle surface mesh in parameter space, both initially and after adap-
tation. Lastly, Fig. 14 illustrates the result in physical space. Again, it is difficult to see evidence of adaptation
of the initial triangle mesh, but the general improvement in mesh element quality is immediately apparent.



Fig. 13. The corrugated surface shown in parameter space. To the left is the initial, uniform, grid; on the right is the adapted result.

Fig. 14. The corrugated surface shown in physical space, corresponding to the triangular grid. To the left is the initial, uniform, grid; on
the right is the adapted result.
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As a closing example, consider the corkscrew domain shown in Fig. 15. The parametric equations of the
corkscrew surface are
x ¼ cos v cos u;

y ¼ cos v sin u;

z ¼ sin vþ u: ð31Þ
This surface might result by holding the top and bottom points of a sphere, then rotating the top point one full
revolution in a counter-clockwise direction with respect to the bottom point. This surface exhibits a helix spir-
al and cusps formed near the root of the helix.

On applying the surface adaptation method to the corkscrew surface discretized with a structured rectan-
gular mesh, one immediately encounters the problem of severe surface element distortion that originates at the
cusps near the root of the helix. This distortion results in actual folding of grid lines near the root as the solu-
tion method proceeds toward convergence. The results shown thus far have employed a semiconformal map
using a constant dilatation parameter k (n) of unity (see Eq. (10)). The complex corkscrew surface requires a
scaling of the dilatation parameter to provide acceptable element quality. For non-unity constant dilatation,
the grid equations in two dimensions read
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Table 1
The quality factor (see text) of the surface elements as a function of the semiconformal map dilatation parameter k

Deviation from orthogonality Initial mesh Value of k2

0.0002 0.0005 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.005

Mean 30.8 28.7 25.3 19.1 16.2 27.4 31.5
Std. dev. 13.4 12.8 12.1 12.4 11.6 15.4 17.3

Fig. 15. Corkscrew surface (the twisted sphere).
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Table 1 presents data that show the ‘‘quality’’ of the structured surface mesh as a function of dilatation param-
eter k, for selected values of k2 ranging from 0.0002 to 0.005. The final value of k should be selected to provide
the most acceptable mesh to the application requesting it. This paper adopts a simple quality metric based on
the deviation of the intra-element angles from 90�. Mastin [28] discusses a qualitative bound on this orthog-
onality metric, ‘‘Reasonable departure from orthogonality (/ 6 45�) is therefore of little concern when the
rate-of-change of grid spacing is reasonable.’’ This study will assume that the optimal mesh exhibits the lowest
possible departure from orthogonality of the angles internal to the elements.

For a surface mesh, the orthogonality metric extends to the calculation of intra-element angle deviation
with respect to the surface itself. For each element in the mesh, the angles between the element edges are cal-
culated using the dot product of the edge vectors. Table 1 presents both the mean deviation of the element
angles from orthogonality, and the standard deviation of this departure from orthogonality, for various values
of k2. Given this metric, the value of k2 = 0.002 results in the best mesh; the mesh exhibiting the least aggregate
departure from orthogonality with respect to the surface.

Fig. 16 shows the initial mesh and the adapted structured rectangular mesh in parameter space for this
object. Fig. 17 shows this result in physical space. This illustration is also colored based on the orthogonality
quality metric; elements in red exhibit the greatest departure from orthogonality (containing at least one angle
of roughly 45�, with respect to the surface), where blue elements are nearly orthogonal. The effectiveness of the
surface adaptation algorithm is readily apparent, considering both the mean quality factor shown in Table 1
and this figure. Indeed, the figure shows the adapted mesh contains fewer red elements and considerably more
blue. Further, note the significant improvement in element quality near the waist of the corkscrew (far from
the root).

Fig. 18 displays the initial mesh and an adapted unstructured triangular mesh in parameter space for the
corkscrew object. Fig. 19 shows this result in physical space. There is again a visual improvement in the



Fig. 16. The corkscrew surface in parameter space showing the Cartesian grid surface discretization and using a dilatation parameter
k2 = 0.002. To the left is the initial, uniform, grid; on the right is the adapted result.

Fig. 17. The corkscrew surface shown in physical space corresponding to the Cartesian grid and a dilatation parameter k2 = 0.002. To the
left is the initial, uniform, grid; on the right is the adapted result.

Fig. 18. The corkscrew surface shown in parameter space illustrating the triangle grid. To the left is the initial grid; on the right is the
adapted version.
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Fig. 19. The corkscrew surface shown in physical space corresponding to the triangle grid. To the left is the initial grid; on the right is the
adapted version using a k2 = 0.001. Coloration again indicates surface element quality factor.

Table 2
The quality factor (see text) of the surface triangles for a semiconformal map dilatation parameter k2 = 0.001

Deviation from orthogonality Initial mesh Value of k2

0.001

Mean 11.2 3.95
Std. dev. 12.4 8.07
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element quality as the mesh is adapted, and the coloration reflects significant improvement in the element
quality factor. This result employs a dilatation parameter k2 of 0.001.

Table 2 shows quality factor statistics for the triangle surface mesh. In this case, the ‘‘optimal’’ triangle
would be an equilateral triangle with respect to the surface. Thus, the mean angle deviation shown in the table
is in units of angular variation away from 60� between any two edges of the triangle. The statistics show that
the adaptation algorithm provides significant improvement in both element quality factor and consistency for
triangle surface meshes, at least for this simple element quality metric.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a method for the smoothing and adaptation of surface meshes based on the theory of
harmonic morphisms. An elliptic system of partial differential equations is presented that is valid for both
structured and unstructured meshes. One of the principal goals for this work was to develop a surface mesh
motion algorithm based on an elliptic method; to leverage the robustness, adaptation properties, and effective-
ness of this class of methods. This approach is closely related to the method advanced by Khamayseh and
Mastin [10]. Indeed, it may be viewed as an extension of the work of Khamayseh and Mastin to a wider class
of applications involving general unstructured surface meshes.

To study the effectiveness of the approach, several test problems were used where the behavior of the
method could be assessed qualitatively. These problems included the monkey saddle, the table surface, the cor-
rugated surface, and a corkscrew (twisted sphere) surface. Both structured and unstructured meshes were stud-
ied on these surfaces. The proposed method behaves similarly to other elliptic methods; it provides adaptation
to surface features, and it is effective on unstructured meshes.

Future work in this area should include a quantitative assessment of this and other methods of surface
mesh generation. This assessment will first require the formulation of a quantitative metric that includes
the relationship between two competing interests, the degree of adaptation desired and the geometric integrity
of the elements in the resulting mesh. Such a metric should be a function of the requirements of the ultimate
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simulation application and the assumptions within the computational model. In general, there is a compro-
mise between adaptation and element geometric quality; on a given domain, regions of the mesh may exist
where additional adaptation decreases the global quality of the resulting mesh. The proposed approach allows
the magnitude of adaptation to be controlled by the use of a constant dilatation parameter k. The problem of
how to treat surface singular points is also not addressed here.

This study was limited to surface descriptions similar to Eqs. (15) and (31) (i.e., surfaces given in analytic or
parametric form). While this describes a useful class of problems, this implementation should be extended to
general, discrete surface descriptions such as triangulated surfaces and to add surface mesh p-refinement.
While this is conceptually straightforward, the implementation will require the accurate numerical approxima-
tion of the surface Beltrami differentials and the ability to effectively address surface quality issues.

Finally, the Laplace–Beltrami target metric approach employing the coarse-grained metric estimation
method is best described as a nonlinear diffusion equation system. The resultant finite-element problem
(26) is a nonlinear algebraic system that is challenging to solve [2,3]. While the solution of this system is
not competitive on a single processor execution time basis with basic methods like as Laplace smoothing, it
should be possible to develop a parallel, scalable multilevel approach to solve this system [29].
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